
Logistics
Skylo provides logistics companies with continuous
communications and visibility to global teams. Leaders can
optimize cost, improve route management, make informed
decisions, and take immediate action. Global logistics vehicles
often travel to places that have unreliable or no cellular coverage
and require an end-to-end platform that provides continuous
communications to optimize routes, address maintenance issues,
improve driver safety, and eliminate cargo loss.

Skylo provides a secure, reliable, and cost-
effective platform for large-scale
deployment of fleet connectivity and
visibility, delivering real-time actionable
insights to everyone across the entire value
chain, even when there is no cellular
connectivity.

Skylo keeps your 
fleet connected 
100% of the time

With Skylo, logistics teams can receive
extremely granular data about where their
goods are at any point on the globe, in a
digestible format that allows customers to
quickly pivot if problems occur. With this,
companies get the intelligence required to
manage their supply chains effectively and
keep business on track. 

This new constant stream of micro-reporting
is enabled by a combination of low-cost
Internet of Things (IoT) technology and
narrowband satellite communications,
allowing goods to be pinpointed at any
moment, anywhere under the sky.

Monitor, locate and communicate with your entire fleet. 
Anywhere under the sky.
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Skylo Solution Details

Ready to connect?

SKYLO 
HUB

SKYLO 
NETWORK

SKYLO 
PLATFORM

Cost effective satellite Network, Hub, 
and Platform for broad NB IoT use cases

Ruggedized IP67-compliant and 3GPP 
approved offering 
Compatibility with standard wired and 
wireless sensors
Precision location tracking to 3 meters

Battery and solar power options

Link layer 128-bit encryption

Skylo Hub works in freezing 
temperatures and sweltering heat

Regular location and productivity reporting 
anywhere under the sky for vehicle monitoring and
route change alerts.
2-way emergency messaging system for distressed 
trucks, inclement weather, and disaster response.
Real-time messaging and location data enables 
more efficient supply chain management, route 
change management, and ability to push important 
data to truckers and teams.
Ruggedized IP67-compliant hubs ensure 
survivability in the toughest conditions, including
freezing temperatures and sweltering heat.
Flexibility to power hub using solar panel or direct 
power.
Flexible hub interfaces support a wide range of 3rd 
party sensors for vehicle health reporting.
3GPP approved offering and Link layer 128-bit
encryption.
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Regular location and productivity reporting 
anywhere under the sky for vehicle monitoring and
route change alerts.
2-way emergency messaging system for distressed 
trucks, inclement weather, and disaster response.
Real-time messaging and location data enables 
more efficient supply chain management, route 
change management, and ability to push important 
data to truckers and teams.
Ruggedized IP67-compliant hubs ensure 
survivability in the toughest conditions, including
freezing temperatures and sweltering heat.
Flexibility to power hub using solar panel or direct 
power.
Flexible hub interfaces support a wide range of 3rd 
party sensors for vehicle health reporting.
3GPP approved offering and Link layer 128-bit
encryption.
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Regular location and productivity reporting 
anywhere under the sky for asset monitoring and
route change alerts
2-way emergency messaging system for distress,
inclement weather, and disaster response
Real-time messaging and location data enables 
more efficient  management, route 
change management, and ability to push important 
data to teams
Ruggedized IP67-compliant Skylo Hubs ensure 
survivability in the toughest conditions, including
freezing temperatures and sweltering heat.
Flexibility to power Skylo Hub using solar panel or
direct 
power
Flexible  interfaces support a wide range of 3rd 
party sensors for vehicle health reporting
3GPP approved offering and Link layer 128-bit
encryption
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Skylo Solution Benefits

Monitor equipment and integrated sensors in real-time,
even in remote locations
Integrate 3rd party sensors via BLE or wire
Keep deliveries on time with complete visibility on fleet
location and movement
Predict fleet maintenance with on board diagnostics
(OBD-II) for current and historical insights

Detect when a cargo door opens or closes with e-
lock sensors to improve security
Manage cargo temperature and humidity to keep
perishables safe and fresh
2-way messaging and SOS alerts, even when there is
no cell coverage
Increase customer satisfaction with complete
supply chain visibility for on-time deliveries

Your  Virtual Command Center

SKYLO HUB SKYLO APPS 
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Real-time location & productivity reporting 
2-way emergency messaging & SOS alerts for
distress, even when there is no cell coverage
Ruggedized IP67-compliant Skylo Hubs ensure
survivability in the most harsh environments,
including sweltering heat & freezing temperatures
Flexibility to power Skylo Hubs using solar panel or
direct power
Interface supports a wide range of third party
sensors via BLE or wire
3GPP approved offering & Link Layer 128-bit
encryption
Skylo Apps, mobile or web, are a Virtual Command
Center to the entire value chain
Skylo Connect offers secure satellite network for
always-on connectivity and APIs for easy integration
into customer apps
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